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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce myself… from oregon state .. My title: around the office the director of PR, becky, got into a habit of calling me “super intern”. The name stuck and many people would just call me intern or ’super intern’ as a term of endearment … Since ive done so many diverse things this summer, I was having trouble coming up with a title. My current title was actually a list of ‘bad’ titles that I sent to my team as a joke, and it stuck.



From Blogging to Bartending – and 
Everything in Between

 Blogging
 Approving Grant Applications
 Optics Curriculum development
 Website Management
 Administrative Tasks
 Catering
 Networking
 Data entry
 Bartending

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have done many different tasks. One of the things that took up most of my summer was blogging on different multi-day events that OSA hosted. At some of those events, I was also a bartender! This provided me with a great opportunity to network and meet several CEO’s and board members of OSA. I also did numerous small projects, including working on grant applications. There was also a day where jen and I scrabled around DC to find catering fro 30 people with about 4 hours notice, At OSA I was able to get experience doing multiple jobs that are neccesary to support the science industry but would never get exposed to otherwise



Incubators

 Small conference style meetings
 Approximately 30-40 people
 Specialized groups 

Integrated Semiconductor Quantum 
Photonic Devices
 Barriers to introductory researchers
 Increased collaboration 

Materials for Optomechanical Actuation
 Light into mechanical work
 Large application in military aviation

Peter Morrison commenting on the cyclic nature 
of his research at the Materials for 

Optomechanical Actuation Incubator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the fun things that I was able to do this summer is blog on two different OSA incubators. The incubators are small conference style meetings for specialized and niche groups. The two incubators I worked on were “ “ and “ “. During the integrated… we heard talks from about 15 of the research professors and experts in their field. During gruiop discussions, they talked about barriesr to getting involved in the research, and then how they as a field needed to collaborate more. During the Materaisl… First, that means changing light into mechanical work. One of the coolest things I learned about was how in military aviation, 20% of the weight of the plane is RF suppresions. Using fiber optics and optomechanical acuators, there is no interaction of the light with other RF frequencies, so the weight of the plane is greatly decreased. 



Innovation School
 4-day school on innovation
 Graduate students to professionals
 Pitch competition
 Talks from CEO’s and presidents of 

companies
 Amy Eskilson – Inrad Optics
 Lora Allemeir – Ocean Optics
 Martin Seifert – Nufern

Diversity through different experiences
Amy Eskilson speaking on Traveling Your Path

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the other things I blogged about was the OSA innnovation school. It is a 4 day long school for Shorten second point - professionalsCEOs alotBring down and blod "diversity though different experiancestake out 3rd bullet



Optics for Kids
 Outdated language

 Radical
 Wicked

 Broken links
 Kids and adult pages the same
 Incorrect/badly explained physics
 Worked with OSA ambassadors to 

create new activities
 Redesigned the site map



Optics for Kids
 Public domain images
 Added/fixed captions
 Updated all equations to LaTeX formatting



Optics for Kids
Student Chapter Competition

 Designed competition
 Students will create activities based on a rubric 
 Winning students/chapters receive cash prize 
 All finalists will present at the annual FiO competition in 

September



Optics for Kids



2017 STEAM Fair and Reception
9

 Women's Congressional Policy event on 
Capitol Hill

 Networked with National Science 
Foundation

 Worked with The Girl Scouts to start to 
process of creating an Optics badge



My Summer in DC



What’s Next

Next Year
 August 21st – Bronx Prep

Fall 2018 
 Invited to apply to graduate school in Oslo, 

Norway for a Master’s in Physics Education 
Research (PER)

After
 Pursue my PhD in PER or Cognitive Sciences



Thank you OSA and SPS
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